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Why
VISPRING?

In terms of evolution, the human body hasn’t changed
much over the last 200,000 years. We remain a
culturally diverse species with one crucial thing in
common — the need to sleep. Every single one of us
needs to retire at the end of the day to relax, unwind
and ultimately, switch off.
A mattress is arguably the most important piece of
furniture you’ll ever buy. You’d be hard pushed to find
someone who hasn’t ever spent a tortured night trying
to doze off on an uncomfortable mattress; whether it’s
too soft, hard, or just plain lumpy, you can guarantee
you’ll wake up feeling worse than you did when you
went to bed. So, the wisdom of buying the best you can
afford shouldn’t go unheeded.
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Sleep is an activity so personal, private and unique that
the notion of a one-size-fits-all approach to mattresses
is absurd. Research has shown that compromising
with a product that isn’t best suited to your height,
weight or sleeping style will undoubtedly lead to health
problems in later life; all of which substantiates the case
for choosing a high-quality alternative engineered to
support your spine.
By inventing the pocket spring, we changed how the
world sleeps. It’s a reputation we’re proud of, so
we’ve always been very careful to protect our status
as industry leaders by maintaining our excellent
production standards. After over a century in business,
we’re still one of the only U.K. bed manufacturers to
produce our own springs, which are made from the
best Vanadium steel. Every mattress is made to order
from start to finish at our Plymouth workshop. There’s
a choice of 74 distinct spring types, and of course, we’re
able to tailor the spring tension to your own specific
needs — whether that’s soft, medium, firm or extra firm.
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The Vispring Comfort Promise

Vispring mattresses and divans are MADE WITH
POCKET SPRINGS. When needed, each spring
moves independently, which means that sleeping
partners are less likely to disturb one another
when turning. This means every part of the body
is properly supported.

With 120 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE handcrafting
mattresses, Vispring has become one of the most
trusted and best known bed makers in the U.K. and
around the world.

We always hope that those who make the decision to invest in a Vispring mattress
will sleep happily ever after — but if you, after the first month’s sleep decide you’ve
made the wrong choice of spring tension, we’re here to help. This is where the
Vispring Comfort Promise swings into action and you may qualify for a one-timeonly exchange for a mattress of a different tension.

Uniquely, all the springs used in Vispring mattresses
and divans are actually made in the Vispring workshop
in PLYMOUTH. Most other mattress manufacturers
simply buy their springs from a wholesaler.

Vispring DIVAN BASES ARE MADE WITH POCKET
SPRINGS; most other manufacturers use inferior ‘coil
springs’ or no springs at all.
The Vispring air vents ensure a fresh and HEALTHY
AIR-FLOW between the mattress and body,
guaranteeing a cool and undisturbed sleep.

If you have purchased a mattress and followed the weight guide advice from our website, or a sales
consultant, then you will have the correct tension for your body weight. If however, after 30 night’s sleep (but no
more than 90 nights) you feel that a different tension would provide better sleep comfort, you will qualify for our
Comfort Promise.
In order for us to facilitate the switch to a new mattress, our conditions state that the Comfort Promise only
applies to mattresses purchased from an authorised Vispring specialist with display beds. Also, you must have
tried the selected model at the store where you made your purchase, and been given individual advice by one of
the in-store specialists. Our helpful guidance on bodyweight and sleep styles is generally sufficient to ensure our
mattresses will always exceed your expectations - but if that’s not the case, please get in touch.
Please see the Vispring Comfort Promise terms and conditions on www.vispring.com.

Our Sleep
Credentials
Each mattress is MADE BY VISPRING IN THE U.K.
Production is never sub-contracted to any other U.K. or
overseas manufacturer. Everything is done in-house at
our workshop in Plymouth.
We provide a truly bespoke service and are able to
make mattresses and divans of ANY SHAPE AND
SIZE. Vispring make mattresses for yachts, fourposter frames, and bespoke bed frames. Divans and
headboards can be finished with our customer’s own
choice of fabric.

30 Year Guarantee
Vispring products are HANDCRAFTED; mattress
edges are hand-sewn to provide greater comfort and
longevity.

All mattresses are made of NATURAL MATERIALS;
no plastic, polyester, foam or other man-made products
or chemicals are used in the manufacturing process.
We offer an industry unique 30-YEAR PRODUCT
GUARANTEE.
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We’re so confident in our craft, that we offer customers a 30-year Vispring Manufacturers Guarantee. The
high standard of design and raw materials, together with rigorous testing, means manufacturing faults are
exceptionally rare. However, we promise that should an imperfection arise in a Vispring mattress or divan, which
may be down to faulty workmanship or components, we will endeavour to repair or replace it free of charge.
Of course, normal wear and tear wouldn’t constitute the activation of this Guarantee, but if anything other than
this occurs within the life cycle of the product, we’ll do our best to investigate the cause and find a solution.

Why VISPRING?
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A Lifetime
of Comfort

Side Stitching
A Labour of Love

The principal methods we use have never changed, which means the life cycle of
every Vispring mattress always begins with the springs. We have been bed-making
innovators since 1901 and although our fundamental processes remain the same,
we pride ourselves on striving to provide our customers with the best night’s sleep
by constantly evaluating, testing and improving what we do.

Unlike mass-produced mattresses, our iconic side-stitching is all
done by hand. It’s an intricate, labour-intensive technique that takes
years to master. A major part of our core DNA, this process is integral
to the quality and comfort of every Vispring and safeguards the 30year manufacturer’s guarantee that we’ve become famous for.
Up to six rows are deftly sewn with 100% natural twine, which
provides the thousands of contact points between the outer shell
and honeycomb spring unit. Understandably, the Vispring way takes
time, but is driven by the need for durability and quality — it takes
one craftsperson up to eight hours to side-stitch a mattress by hand.
We think it’s a method worth keeping.

Spring Nesting
A Tailored Support System

Natural Fillings
Tenderly Teased

Inside every Vispring mattress, we install by hand, a single, double, or
triple layer of honeycomb-nested calico pocketed springs. This isn’t a new
invention — this formation is well known as being the strongest and most
resilient structure in the natural world, so it makes sense to use this grid in
bed-building. To ensure each pocket spring works independently, our
experienced technicians carefully enclose every single one into a cotton
calico pocket. These are then skilfully hand-nested in a honeycomb
pattern, which allows the individual springs to compress and expand in
line with your body, supporting you from head to toe as you sleep.
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The living world almost always provides the best materials — which is
why we only use the finest natural fibres to create our unsurpassable
comfortable fillings. Whether it’s wool, silk, bamboo, horsetail or
cotton, every fibre is lovingly hand-laid over the honeycombed
pocket springs to provide a soft, breathable, hypo-allergenic and fully
biodegradable foundation for sleeping.

A Lifetime of Comfort
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Sealed with Care
Belgian Damask

Tape Edging
Structural Security
The skilled technicians at our Plymouth workshop use meticulous
care to close every Vispring mattress. A strong but flexible ticking
tape is used to join the side border to the top panel using a specially
adapted sewing machine. This fastidious, thorough procedure seals
the mattress to ensure a smooth surface with no raw fabric edges. Far
from being decorative — it helps to safeguard the structure and give a
beautiful, long-lasting finish.

Hand Tufted
Contoured for Comfort
At Vispring, we tuft every mattress by hand. Evenly distributed
throughout the entire mattress, these tufts hold the fillings in position.
It’s these carefully judged tuft lengths that create our voluptuous
signature contoured surface. Hand-tufting keeps everything secure
and guarantees your comfort for thirty years — or more.
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Once the mattresses have been filled, they need to be covered. We
use the best quality ticking for all our mattresses. For the majority of
our collection, that means 100% Belgian Damask, which is made by
Maes, a family-owned business in Flanders, who have been awarded
the prestigious Oeko Tex® certification. This high-grade fabric is
made of plant-based natural viscose and complies with the strictest
REACH environmental laws and sustainable business practices.

A Lifetime of Comfort
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SHETLAND
WOOL

When you consider the calibre of raw materials we use, it’s no surprise that
a Vispring is much heavier than the majority of mattresses on sale today.
Reassuringly, this is due to the volume of natural materials that we pack into
each one; like real Shetland wool, which is incorporated to maximise comfort
and help to regulate body temperature. It’s an intrinsic part of our heritage — and
with at least four full sheep fleeces used per mattress, we must maintain close
relationships with the crofting industry to safeguard their future, as well as ours.
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As the first U.K. bed-maker to be granted the
prestigious Woolmark quality assurance certification,
we’ve nurtured a long-standing fair-trade policy with
the Shetland Wool industry and guaranteed that we’ll
purchase a substantial amount of each year’s clip.
Initiatives like ours keep this traditional trade alive and
help the farmers to thrive. Every fleece is responsibly
sourced from within the British Isles and sheared from
sheep with no harm done. The practice of removing
their dense winter coats is all part of necessary animal
husbandry and our commitment to buying local, as
opposed to importing from overseas, ensures that an
ancient way of life is preserved for all communities
involved.

Soft and supportive with an in-built bounce that resists
pressure, wool is recognised globally as one of the
finest components for bed upholstery. Unlike foam or
synthetic products, it’s also naturally fire-resistant
— negating the need for the use of toxic chemicals (the
effects of which are still under investigation). We’re
proud of our affiliations with the British Wool
Marketing Board and the Campaign for Wool, and with
over a quarter of all U.K. Shetland Wool production
ringfenced for Vispring, it’s clear to everyone involved
that we’re serious about sustainability.

In partnership with
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Packed
with Purity

VICUÑA

COTTON
An all-rounder on the textile front,
cotton has been farmed since
prehistoric times. Originating in India
around 6000BC, it’s a shrub that’s
native to tropical and subtropical
countries all around the world. At
Vispring, we harvest ours from
Turkey. The long-fibre cotton in all
our products is super strong, but
exceptionally soft, with an unparalleled
sheen. A naturally hygienic product,
its breathable qualities help to keep
you cool, which also
makes for a more
comfortable
sleeping
environment.

Perhaps slightly less well-known than the other
luxury fibres, Vicuña is sometimes referred
to as a gift from the Andes and is,
quite literally, worth its weight in
gold. Combed with care from a rare
and protected species related to
the llama, Vicuña wool isn’t
widely available, which of course,
impacts on the price. At
Vispring, we incorporate this
immensely soft, microlight
fibre into our mattress fillings
for warmth. Sourced from
remote regions of the Andes,
it is 100% biodegradable and
free of lanolin, making it highly
absorbent and naturally
hypoallergenic.

CASHMERE

Without our signature filling, a Vispring just wouldn’t be the same. We source
the highest quality natural materials from all across the globe, and every fibre is
especially selected to perform a very specific purpose. We’ve perfected the ideal
blend which includes; 100% British fleece wool, horsetail, silk, cashmere and
mohair — all of which is expertly teased over the cotton covered pocket springs by
hand. With components of this calibre, there is little wonder our loyal customers
tell us they regret not investing sooner.
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Cashmere is one of the most expensive, exclusive
and desirable luxury fillings in the world. This
long, silky filament is eight times warmer
than sheep’s wool but significantly lighter. Our
supplier is a member of the Sustainable Fibre
Alliance (SFA), which promotes and oversees
sustainability and animal welfare within the
cashmere industry. It is collected during the
spring moulting season to coincide with the
natural shedding of dense winter coats.
Sumptuously soft and luxurious, we add it
to give our mattresses
that very distinctive
Vispring feeling.

The ORIGINAL Collection

The ORIGINAL Collection

ELITE MATTRESS Partners the De Luxe Divan

BARONET SUPERB MATTRESS Partners the De Luxe Divan

The Elite is a traditionally handcrafted mattress that provides a wonderful introduction to the world of Vispring. It’s
natural fillings wick away moisture to provide a hygienic, cool and inviting sleep surface. Perfect comfort for those
who appreciate a soft yet supportive feel.

The Baronet Superb brings all of our classic ingredients together in a single creation. Its refined natural fillings
absorb humidity to furnish a delightfully fresh feel while contributing excellent durability and resilience along with
distinctive support. An assurance of comfort for a soothing night’s sleep.
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MATTRESS

MATTRESS

• 1,254* hand-nested calico-pocketed Vanadium steel springs.
• Made exclusively from natural fillings: British fleece wool and
cotton, blended British fleece wool and cotton.
• Finished with two rows of genuine hand side-stitching.
• Covered in finest quality Belgian ticking with hand-tufted felt
washers.

• 1,326* hand-nested calico-pocketed Vanadium steel springs.
• Made exclusively from natural fillings: bonded with British fleece
wool and horsehair, blended British fleece wool and cotton.
• Finished with two rows of genuine hand side-stitching.
• Covered in finest quality Belgian ticking with hand-tufted felt
washers.

DIVAN

DIVAN

• 600* hand-nested pocket springs.
• Solid timber frame - This product is made of FSC™ - certified
and other controlled materials.
• Upholstered with natural coir, British fleece wool and cotton.
• Covered with finest quality ticking or upholstery fabric from our
Timeless Collection.

• 600* hand-nested pocket springs.
• Solid timber frame - This product is made of FSC™ - certified
and other controlled materials.
• Upholstered with natural coir, British fleece wool and cotton.
• Covered with finest quality ticking or upholstery fabric from our
Timeless Collection.

*King size / 150 x 200 cm

*King size / 150 x 200 cm
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The ORIGINAL Collection

The CLASSIC Collection

DEVONSHIRE MATTRESS Partners the Wool De Luxe Divan

HERALD SUPERB MATTRESS Partners the Prestige Divan

The exclusive combination of British fleece wool and hand-teased local Devonshire fleeces delivers a sensation of
comfort and luxury and creates a unique, indulgently cosy and supple feel, like ‘sleeping on clouds’.

One of our most popular mattresses, the Herald Superb offers improved support and a reassuringly resilient
sensation. For perfect comfort, its fine natural fillings provide optimum ventilation to guarantee an untroubled
night’s rest.
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MATTRESS

MATTRESS

• 1,326* hand-nested calico-pocketed Vanadium steel springs.
• Made exclusively from natural fillings: British fleece wool and
hand-teased Devonshire fleece wool.
• Finished with two rows of genuine hand side-stitching.
• Available in TK 596.
• Covered in finest quality Belgian ticking with felt washers.

• 1,476* hand-nested calico-pocketed Vanadium steel springs.
• Made exclusively from natural fillings: bonded British fleece
wool and cotton, horsehair and blended British fleece wool and
cotton.
• Finished with two rows of genuine hand side-stitching.
• Covered in finest quality Belgian ticking with hand-tufted felt
washers.

DIVAN

DIVAN

• 600* hand-nested pocketed springs.
• Solid timber frame - This product is made of FSC™ - certified
and other controlled materials.
• Upholstered with softly-needled and heavily-needled British
fleece wool.
• Covered with finest quality ticking or upholstery fabric from our
Timeless Collection.

• 950* hand-nested pocket springs.
• Solid timber frame - This product is made of FSC™ - certified
and other controlled materials.
• Upholstered with natural coir, British fleece wool and cotton.
• Covered with finest quality ticking or upholstery fabric from our
Timeless Collection.

*King size / 150 x 200 cm

*King size / 150 x 200 cm
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The CLASSIC Collection

The CLASSIC Collection

DARTINGTON MATTRESS Partners the Prestige Divan

REGAL SUPERB MATTRESS Partners the Prestige Divan

A supremely functional mattress that provides impeccable support for the body. Its pure natural fillings work in
harmony with the signature Vispring core, creating a soft and absorbent environment that wicks away moisture to
ensure a perfect night’s sleep.

The Regal Superb boasts a core that perfectly mirrors the shape of your body to guarantee a soothing night’s
sleep. The pronounced natural loft of its fine natural fillings results in an enticing deep surface that offers an ideal
combination of springiness, softness and support.

MATTRESS
MATTRESS
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• 1,558* hand-nested pocketed Vanadium steel springs.
• Made exclusively from natural fillings: bonded with British
fleece wool and cotton, British Fleece wool, blended British
fleece wool and cotton.
• Finished with two rows of genuine hand side-stitching.
• Covered in finest quality Belgian ticking with felt washers.

• 1,720* hand-nested calico-pocketed Vanadium steel springs.
• Made exclusively from natural fillings: bonded British fleece
wool and cotton, horsetail blended with British Fleece wool,
blended real Shetland wool and cotton.
• Finished with three rows of genuine hand side-stitching.
• Covered in finest quality Belgian ticking with hand-tufted felt
washers.

DIVAN

DIVAN

• 950* hand-nested calico-pocketed springs.
• Solid timber frame - This product is made of FSC™ - certified
and other controlled materials.
• Upholstered with natural coir, blended British fleece wool and
cotton.
• Covered with finest quality ticking or upholstery fabric from our
Timeless Collection.

• 950* hand-nested calico-pocketed springs.
• Solid timber frame - This product is made of FSC™ - certified
and other controlled materials.
• Upholstered with natural coir, blended British fleece wool and
cotton.
• Covered with finest quality ticking or upholstery fabric from our
Timeless Collection.

*King size / 150 x 200 cm

*King size / 150 x 200 cm
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The CLASSIC Collection

The CLASSIC Collection

SHETLAND MATTRESS Partners the Wool Prestige Divan

KINGSBRIDGE MATTRESS Partners the Prestige Divan

The Shetland offers all the distinctive sensations of an all-wool bed. Exclusive to Vispring its pure Shetland wool
retains its structure well after use, keeping you warm in winter and cool in summer. Thanks to this noble fibre’s
unique springiness, the Shetland combines sensuous softness with a satisfyingly supportive feel.

Beautifully hand teased with long stranded traditional horsetail and locally sourced Devonshire wool, the
Kingsbridge provides total comfort and a cosy night’s rest.

MATTRESS

MATTRESS
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• 1,720* hand-nested calico-pocketed Vanadium steel springs.
• Made exclusively from natural fillings: British fleece wool,
hand-teased real Shetland wool.
• Finished with three rows of genuine hand side-stitching.
• Covered in finest wool worsted ticking (850 Grey or 851 Ecru)
with hand-tied woollen tufts.

• 2,030* hand-nested calico-pocketed Vanadium steel springs in
two layers.
• Made exclusively from natural fillings: British fleece wool,
hand-teased horsetail blended with Devonshire wool and
British fleece wool.
• Finished with three rows of genuine hand side-stitching.
• Covered in finest quality Belgian ticking with hand-tufted
woollen tufts.

DIVAN

DIVAN

• 950* hand-nested calico-pocketed springs.
• Solid timber frame - This product is made of FSC™ - certified
and other controlled materials.
• Upholstered with softly needled and heavily needled British
Fleece Wool.
• Covered with finest quality ticking or upholstery fabric from our
Timeless Collection.

• 950* hand-nested calico-pocketed springs.
• Solid timber frame - This product is made of FSC™ - certified
and other controlled materials.
• Upholstered with natural coir, blended British fleece wool and
cotton.
• Covered with finest quality ticking or upholstery fabric from our
Timeless Collection

*King size / 150 x 200 cm

*King size / 150 x 200 cm
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The LUXE Collection

The LUXE Collection

TIARA SUPERB MATTRESS Partners the Sovereign Divan

SHETLAND SUPERB MATTRESS Partners the Wool Sovereign Divan

A distinctly traditional feeling Vispring mattress, the Tiara Superb’s deep upholstery produces a voluptuous
sensation. Pure natural materials of exceptional loft and softness result in a supremely adaptable mattress that is
highly responsive to partners of different statures.

This mattress is filled with hand-teased real Shetland wool, which is exclusive to Vispring, combined with further
sumptuous layers of British Fleece Wool. The Shetland Superb is a beautifully supportive bed and combined with
so many divine layers of wool filling, you will soon find truly restful sleep.

MATTRESS
MATTRESS

• 2,242* hand-nested calico-pocketed Vanadium steel springs in
two layers.
• Made exclusively from natural fillings: British fleece wool,
hand-teased real Shetland wool and British fleece wool.
• Finished with three rows of genuine hand side-stitching.
• Covered in finest wool worsted ticking (850 Grey or 851 Ecru)
with hand-tufted woollen tufts.

• 2,242* hand-nested calico-pocketed Vanadium steel springs in
two layers.
• Made exclusively from natural fillings: blended Real Shetland
Wool and cotton, hand-teased horsetail blended with real
Shetland wool.
• Finished with three rows of genuine hand side-stitching.
• Covered in finest quality Belgian ticking with hand-tufted
woollen tufts.
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DIVAN

DIVAN

• 1,344* hand-nested calico-pocketed springs.
• Solid timber frame - This product is made of FSC™ - certified
and other controlled materials.
• Upholstered with natural coir, British fleece wool and cotton
and hand-tufted with woollen tufts.
• Covered with finest quality ticking or upholstery fabric from our
Timeless Collection.

• 1,344* hand-nested calico-pocketed springs.
• Solid timber frame - This product is made of FSC™ - certified
and other controlled materials.
• Upholstered with softly needled and heavily needled British
fleece wool and hand-tufted with woolen tufts.
• Covered with finest quality ticking or upholstery fabric from our
Timeless Collection.

*King size / 150 x 200 cm

*King size / 150 x 200 cm
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The LUXE Collection

The LUXE Collection

SUBLIME SUPERB MATTRESS Partners the Sovereign Divan

SIGNATORY MATTRESS Partners the Viceroy Divan

The Sublime Superb offers a reassuringly traditional feel coupled with an extra note of luxury. Alongside the
exceptional softness of its sophisticated blend of fillings, it incorporates a firmer sensation that will offer a relaxing
combination of comfort and support to a wider range of body types.

The Signatory has a beautifully responsive mattress and is perfect for those looking for enhanced support with the
ultimate luxury your body needs for gracious, sumptuous sleep.

MATTRESS

MATTRESS
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• 2,520* hand-nested calico-pocketed Vanadium steel springs.
• Made exclusively from natural fillings: British fleece wool,
hand-teased horsetail blended with real Shetland wool, silk and
mohair, blended real Shetland wool and cotton.
• Finished with four rows of genuine hand side-stitching.
• Covered in finest quality Belgian ticking with hand-tired
woollen tufts.

• 2,664* hand-nested calico-pocketed Vanadium steel springs in
two layers.
• Made exclusively from natural fillings: blended Real Shetland
Wool and cotton, hand-opened Moosburger horsetail, handteased real Shetland wool blended with cashmere, real Shetland
wool and cotton.
• Finished with four rows of genuine hand side-stitching.
• Covered in finest quality Belgian ticking with hand-tied woollen
tufts.

DIVAN

DIVAN

• 1,344* hand-nested calico-pocketed springs.
• Solid timber frame - This product is made of FSC™ - certified
and other controlled materials.
• Upholstered with natural coir, British fleece wool and cotton
and hand-tufted with woollen tufts.
• Covered with finest quality ticking or upholstery fabric from our
Timeless Collection.

• 2,010* hand-nested calico-pocketed steel pocket springs in two
layers.
• Solid timber frame - This product is made of FSC™ - certified
and other controlled materials.
• Upholstered with horsehair and blended British fleece wool and
cotton and hand-tufted with woollen tufts.
• Covered with finest quality ticking or upholstery fabric from our
Timeless Collection.

*King size / 150 x 200 cm

*King size / 150 x 200 cm
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The LUXE Collection

MAGNIFICENCE MATTRESS Partners the Viceroy Divan

Improve your quality of life with the SAPPHIRE II ADJUSTABLE BED.

The Magnificence combines outstanding support with the exquisite softness provided by a cocktail of the rarest
and most exclusive fibres. Its two layers of springs, retained by five rows of genuine hand side-stitching, offer
responsiveness that is second to none and is the embodiment of perfect indulgence and the ultimate in luxury.

The Vispring Sapphire II adjustable bed uses modern technology to adapt effortlessly to your body, providing
comfort and support in a variety of positions with the same unrivalled quality and comfort as a traditional Vispring
bed.
The Sapphire II is elegant and contemporary in design. The complete set consists of a specially designed recliner
mattress, paired with an adjustable sleep system that can be upholstered in a range of stylish fabrics from our
Timeless Collections.

Divan
• Flexible base with encapsulated
pocket springs covered in Vispring
mattress fabrics.
• Powerful, smooth and quiet
operation.
• Remote handset (Bluetooth enabled
with a Vispring iOS/Android app).
• Battery powered return to flat feature.
• 5 year warranty of electrical
components.
• Vispring end drawer (option).
• Available in 90 x 200cm, 2 x 75 x
200cm and 2 x 90 x 200cm sizes
only.
• Castors: 6 x Vispring black 4.5cm, 2
with locking mechanism.
• Exclusive headboard design is
Arcadia as shown, not compatible
with standard headboards.
• Available with Timeless collection
fabrics, with the exception of leathers
and heavy weave designs.

MATTRESS
• 2,812* hand-nested calico-pocketed Vanadium steel springs in
two layers.
• Made exclusively from natural fillings: blended Real Shetland
Wool and cotton, hand-opened Moosburger horsetail, handteased real Shetland wool blended with cashmere and mohair.
• Finished with five rows of genuine hand side-stitching.
• Covered in finest quality Belgian ticking with hand-tied woollen
tufts.

The RECLINER
Collection
Recliner Elegance
Recliner De Luxe
Recliner Supreme
Recliner Excellence
Recliner Elegance
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DIVAN

Hand-teased
Devonshire wool

• 2,010* hand-nested calico-pocketed steel pocket springs in two
layers.
• Solid timber frame - This product is made of FSC™ - certified
and other controlled materials.
• Upholstered with horsehair and blended British fleece wool and
cotton and hand-tufted with woollen tufts.
• Covered with finest quality ticking or upholstery fabric from our
Timeless Collection.

British fleece wool
Hand-tufted felt
washers
Two rows of hand
side-stitching
748* Springs
One layer of springs

Recliner De Luxe

Recliner Supreme

Blended British fleece
wool and cotton

Bonded British fleece
wool and cotton

Hand-teased horsetail
Hand-tufted felt
washers

Hand-teased horsetail
blended with real
Shetland wool and
cotton

Two rows of hand
side-stitching

Hand-tufted felt
washers

799* Springs
One layer of springs

Two rows of hand sidestitching
966* Springs
One layer of springs

*King size / 150 x 200 cm

Recliner
Excellence
British fleece wool
Hand-teased horsetail
blended with real
Shetland wool
Silk
Mohair
Hand-tufted felt
washers
Four rows of hand
side-stitching
1512* Springs
Two layers of springs
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The BEDSTEAD
Collection
Bedstead Traditional
Bedstead Realm
Bedstead Supreme
Bedstead Shetland
Bedstead Imperial
Bedstead Superb
Bedstead Distinction

Bedstead Traditional
Wool spring protector pad
Bonded British fleece wool and cotton
Blended British fleece wool and cotton
Hand-tufted felt washers
Two rows of hand side-stitching
1,254* Springs
One layer of springs

Bedstead Realm

Bedstead Imperial
Wool spring protector pad

Wool spring pad protector

Bonded British fleece wool and cotton

Bonded British fleece wool and cotton

Bedstead Superb

Horsehair

British fleece wool

Wool spring protector pad

Bamboo

Bamboo

Bonded British fleece wool and cotton

Blended British fleece wool and cotton

Blended British fleece wool and cotton

Horsetail blended with British fleece

Three rows of hand side-stitching

Hand-tufted felt washers

1,720* Springs
One layer of springs

Blended real Shetland wool and
cotton

Two rows of hand side-stitching
1,326* Springs
One layer of springs

Bedstead Supreme
Wool spring protector pad
Bonded British fleece wool and cotton
Horsehair
Blended British fleece wool and cotton
Hand-tufted felt washers
Two rows of hand side-stitching
1,476* Springs
One layer of springs

Hand-tufted felt washers
Three rows of hand side-stitching
2,112* Springs
Two layers of springs

Bedstead Shetland
Wool spring protector pad
British fleece wool
Hand-teased real Shetland wool
British fleece wool
Hand-tied with woollen tufts
Three rows of hand side-stitching
1,720* Springs
One layer of springs

Bedstead Distinction
Wool spring pad protector
Bonded British fleece wool and cotton
Hand-teased horsetail blended with
real Shetland wool and bamboo
Blended real Shetland wool and
cotton
Hand-tied with woollen tufts
Four rows of hand side-stitching
2,450* Springs
Two layers of springs
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For the ultimate in Vispring luxury, complete your mattress and divan with one of our
HEADBOARDS. With styles to suit traditional or contemporary homes, there’s a model for
every taste and interior.

Elba

Enyo

Helios

Hera

Iris

Lennox

Moncorvo

Muses

Palladio

Triton

Height 62cm (on beds 179cm wide or smaller)
Height 72cm (on beds 180cm wide or bigger)

Achilles

Aldo

Height 80cm

Height 96cm

Height 66cm

Artemis

Height 62cm (on beds 179cm wide or smaller)
Height 72cm (on beds 180cm wide or bigger)

Berkeley

Height from floor 167cm (on beds 201cm wide or smaller)
Height from floor 177cm (on beds 202cm wide or bigger)

Clabon

Height 66cm (on beds 179cm wide or smaller)
Height 76cm (on beds 180cm wide or bigger)
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Height 65cm

Atlas

Height 90cm

Height 62cm (on beds 179cm wide or smaller)
Height 72cm (on beds 180cm wide or bigger)

Ceto
Height 75cm

Eccleston

Height 66cm (on beds 179cm wide or smaller)
Height 76cm (on beds 180cm wide or bigger)

HEADBOARD FITTINGS Achilles: UK, Euro and Bolt Through, Aldo: Bolt Through, Artemis: UK, Euro and Bolt Through, Atlas: Euro and Bolt Through, Berkeley:
Bolt Through, Ceto: Euro and Bolt Though, Clabon: Euro and Bolt Through, Eccleston: Euro and Bolt Through, Elba: Euro and Bolt Through, Enyo: UK, Euro and Bolt
Through, Helios: UK, Euro and Bolt Through

Height 66cm (on beds 179cm wide or smaller)
Height 76cm (on beds 180cm wide or bigger)

Height 48cm

Height 55cm

Height 66cm (on beds 179cm wide or smaller)
Height 76cm (on beds 180cm wide or bigger)

Height 55cm

Height 57cm

Hera: UK, Euro and Bolt Through, Iris: UK, Euro and Bolt Through, Lennox: Euro and Bolt Through, Moncorvo: Euro and Bolt Through, Muses: UK, Euro and BoltThrough, Palladio: Euro and Bolt Through, Triton: Euro and Bolt Through.
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Made with a wide range of materials, coatings and heights, you can add subtle design hints to
your bed with a bespoke set of LEGS.

B2 Metal Bun Foot

Available colours:
Natural, mahogany, steel*, ebony
Height: 7cm

Wood base:
Natural*, mahogany, steel, ebony
Metal wrap:
Bronze* or chrome
Height: 6.5cm

C2 Locking Castor

C3 Castor Cup**

Polyamide band for softer rolling quality
and maximum manoeuvrability
Height: 8.5cm

Available colours:
Natural, mahogany, steel, ebony*
Height: 7.5cm

Available colours:
Natural, mahogany, steel, ebony*
Available heights:
13cm, 15cm, 18cm*, 23cm

L2 Wooden Leg

L3 Wooden Leg

L4 Metal Leg

Available colours:
Natural*, mahogany, steel, ebony
Available heights:
3cm, 5cm, 9cm*, 15cm

Available colours:
Natural, mahogany*, steel, ebony
Height:
6.5cm

Available colour:
Chrome
Available heights:
13cm, 15cm*, 18cm, 23cm

B1 Wooden Bun Foot

L5 Metal Leg
Available colour: bronze
Height: 15cm
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C1 Sheperd castor is standard with deep and drawer divans unless another leg is stated on the order.
C2 Locking castor is standard on Viceroy divans unless another leg or castor is chosen.
L1 and L4 legs are standard in any height or colour on the shallow divan on legs

C1 Shepherd Castor
Polyamide band for softer rolling quality
and maximum manoeuvrability
Height: 7cm

L1 Wooden Leg
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Add an extra layer of luxury with a MATTRESS TOPPER. Handmade to order with the same
skill and care as our mattresses, these toppers are hand filled with the softest natural fibres and
finished with the most comfortable materials.

Mattress Topper

Upholstery

Height

Guarantee

Pillowtop

Filled with blended British fleece wool and cotton,
cashmere and silk. Edged in the same fabric as the topper.

6cm

5 Years

Heaven

Filled with blended British fleece wool and cotton.
Edged in the same fabric as the topper.

5cm

5 Years

Heaven Luxury

Filled with British fleece wool and blended British wool
and cotton. Edged in contrasting grey wool ticking.

7cm

5 Years

Heaven Luxury
Supreme

Filled with British fleece wool, soft needled British wool
and South American horsetail. Edged in contrasting beige
wool ticking.

10cm

5 Years
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Available in Tick No.552, 589, 593 and 590 from the Timeless Collection I.
If the topper size is larger than 180cm a seam may be required due to width of fabric.

To complement the finest beds in the world, we have created a collection of luxuriously
supportive PILLOWS and warm DUVETS.

Pillow

Filling

Guarantee

Hungarian Goose
Feather and Down

Outer Chamber (17%): 100% Hungarian Goose Down
Inner Chamber (83%): 100% Hungarian Goose Feather
Cover: 100% Cotton

2 Years

Pyrenean Duck
Feather and Down

Outer Chamber (14%): 90% Pyrenean Duck Down,
10% Pyrenean Duck Feather
Inner Chamber (86%): 100% Pyrenean Duck Feather
Cover: 100% Cotton

2 Years

European Duck
Feather and Down

Outer Chamber (29%): 40% European Duck Down,
60% European Duck Feather
Inner Chamber (71%): 100% European Duck Feather
Cover: 100% Cotton

2 Years

Duvet

Filling

TOG

Weight

Fill Power

Guarantee

Hungarian
Goose Down

Inner Filling:
100% Pure Hungarian
Goose Down
Cover:
100% Cotton Satin
395 Thread Count

9.1

190 g/m²

750

2 Years

Pyrenean Duck
Down and Feather

Inner Filling:
90% Pyrenean Duck Down
10% Pyrenean Duck Feather
Cover:
100% Cotton Satin
293 Thread Count

7.8

220 g/m²

700

2 Years
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Mattress Protector

ACCESSORIES
Product

Details

Mattress
Protector

We recommend the use of a mattress protector to keep your mattress in beautiful condition.
The Vispring quilted mattress protector is made from softly quilted percale cotton with a
pure new wool filling. Available in all standard sizes and to order for non-standard sizes.

Bedstead Wool
Mattress Pad

The Vispring wool mattress pad is attached to the slatted base of your bedstead and proect
the outside of the mattress from wear, tear and abrasion as well as UV protection. This
prolongs the life of the mattress and is required to comply with the 30 year guarantee on the
mattress.

Cut-Out Corners

We can make your mattress with cut-out corners so it fits in four-poster bed frames.

Divan Mantle

The mantle is an elegant way of concealing the gap between two divan bases.

Divan Skirt

Divan skirts are a good way of changing the look of your divan to a more tailored finish.
Fitted as a complementary extra on the Viceroy if required.

Zip & Link Mattress

Zip & Link allows you to convert two single beds into one super king size bed, with the
flexibility to separate them easily if you wish. All Vispring zip and link mattresses come
standard with 4 zips.
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Bedstead Mattress Pad

Cut-out Corners

Divan Skirt

Zip & Link Mattress

Divan Mantle
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